
Goal Setting for Success Course Description

In Goal Setting for Success, we draw upon the experience of military flight testing to simplify the 
process of stating, tracking, and completing your most important goals. This course offers a 
streamlined approach that eliminates complex acronyms and convoluted steps, allowing you to focus
on what truly matters – achieving your goals with confidence.

Course Outline:

1. The Three Key Components of a Well-Stated Goal: Learn the essential elements that make
up a powerful and actionable goal statement. Discover how to craft goals that are specific, 
measurable, and aligned with your overarching vision.

2. Framing Goals for Maximum Follow-Through: Understand the psychological factors that 
influence goal adherence and completion.
Explore techniques to frame your goals in a way
that enhances motivation, commitment, and
accountability.

3. Incorporating Time and Timing Effectively:
Avoid the pitfalls of arbitrary timelines and
artificial deadlines. Gain insights into
incorporating time and timing considerations
that align with your goals and increase your
chances of success.

4. Harnessing the Power of Intermediate Goals:
Discover the significance of setting intermediate milestones on your goal-setting journey. 
Learn how breaking your goals into manageable steps can boost motivation, track progress, 
and maintain momentum.

5. Interrelated Goals: Accelerating Successful Completion: Explore the concept of interrelated 
goals and how they can reinforce one another. Unlock strategies to align and state your 
goals in a complementary manner, creating synergy and propelling you towards successful 
outcomes.

If you've encountered difficulties in following through on your goals in the past or simply desire a 
fresh and straightforward approach to goal setting, this concise course is for you. With its practical 
techniques and immediate impact, Goal Setting for Success will transform the way you perceive and 
approach your goals. Prepare to gain the clarity, motivation, and actionable steps needed to turn 
your vision into reality.
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